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Last night, during Game 4 of The World Series, The new Avatar promos
debuted. I sat through some of the trailers for the film over the Summer. Being
an avowed cmab (crotchety middle-aged bastard), most of the previews for
the James Cameron computer sauced, action adventure movie made me
snicker and talk to the screen (“Goodie! Another Chris Kattan animated dog-
man video game flick!”). At least once, I was reprimanded. As I should have
been. Avatar now has me intrigued. Just a little, but that is a huge step for me

to admit such. Cameron is one of cinema’s most adept storytellers and the plot is pretty good. In
Avatar, a paralyzed young man is recruited and becomes a Space Marine. Scientist Sigourney
Weaver creates a stylized replica of the man and sends it to fight among  indiginous peoples of the
moon-planet Pandora. The Marine’s “avatar” falls in love with a creature on the surface and fights
big robot gun ship flying baddies. Kate Winslet disrobes midway through the film and makes love to
the avatar just before he slides off a tea-chest into the icy Atlantic.   The story is Passable. Not
plausible, but what movie is anymore?

Cameron has  pioneered  lots of the effects that we take for granted. The liquid metal animation in
The Abyss and Terminator 2 were pretty daggone cool twenty years ago. The auteur spent a
decade on Avatar, which is kind of a shame, because the cartoon reality looks like a world
Of Ligers fighting pseudo human enemies, and Cat Chow mutants making out (and holding hands
on hilltops, which is sweet. Aww.). Movie goers (i.e., dvd renters) are in for an early winter full of
computer graphic filled films using cartoons to tell human stories. New Moon is set to come out
later in the month, and God forbid I make fun of Twilighty vampire goodness. Again, though, the
story can’t be told without lots of computer sweetening. This week Jim Carrey’s Disney animated
Christmas vehicle A Christmas Carol debuts. Debuts. The 580th retelling of the “gag-me with one
more version of this damned redemption fable.” Cornball, over animated, fantastically digital kiddy
trash. Disney has no faith in the thing, because they started a cross-country promotional train tour
with props from the film in late Spring. They sure weren’t running it up against New Moon.

This is not the crotchety middle-aged aged bastard part of me ranting, but I really do like a sort of
organic version of story telling. My philosophy on rock and roll has always been that if you can’t
reproduce the music on a Fender, don’t bother. I like club music, but when I get in the car to go
home the music is tough rock and roll played by storytellers. Same with movies. Tell me a story and
leave your cartoons on the cutting room floor. Real movies, real music, real boobs, and by all
means, real stories. (Yes, you can beat me up for being a Fringe fan)
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